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Abstract

The paper introduces the concept of smooth primes and their classi�cation,
depending on the properties of their simple factors, into perfectly smooth and
partially smooth. It is shown that in order to search for smooth primes and
their analysis, it is necessary to know how primes are distributed depending on
the number of simple factors (p − 1). The problem of constructing a measure
of smoothness is considered. Results are shown showing how the �rst 10 million
numbers (p− 1) are distributed by the number of simple factors.
Keywords: smooth number, data science, stochastic analysis

1 Introduction

At the moment, in number theory, there are many open problems that have not been
solved for decades or centuries. Unsolved problems in number theory signi�cantly
limit the development of mathematics in theoretical and applied aspects. One of the
fundamental problems is unproven hypotheses about prime numbers. According to
which law the numbers (p − 1) are distributed according to the number of simple
factors, is still unknown.

Prime numbers are widely used in public key cryptography, as well as directly related
to the problem of discrete logarithm, which is currently not solved either. There are no
e�cient algorithms that allow solving a problem with polynomial complexity. Silver,
Pohlig, and Hellman in [5] proposed an algorithm that promises polynomial complexity
when using numbers of a special type, called �smooth�. A more accurate description
of the algorithm is given in [1]. However, the authors begin the description of the
algorithm with a remark that it is not known that, for simplicity, we assume that the
prime number p is smooth, and b is its primitive root. Such an assumption greatly
simpli�es the solution of the problem. At the same time, the authors completely
ignore the rationale for such an assumption from the point of view, but how to �nd
such numbers and how great is the probability of their being in a certain interval and
what is the most important and what is the probability of such an option in the entire
problem of the discrete logarithm. In modern number theory there is no clear de�nition
of �smooth� numbers and their classi�cation, and the laws of their distribution are
completely unknown. This is especially important in modern cryptography. Along
with this, it is necessary to solve the problem of �nding smooth numbers of su�ciently
large dimension.
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2 The de�nition of the concept of smoothness of num-

bers and their classi�cation

The general form of the discrete logarithm equation is represented by the expression:
c ≡ bx(modm) and c, b, x,m ∈ N . There are four possible solutions to this equation:
1) set b, x,m, �nd c; 2) set c, b,m, �nd x; 3) set c, b, x, �nd m; 4) set c, x,m, �nd b.

The �rst equation is solved relatively simply, but it should be noted that if c = 1,
m is a prime number, m ∈ P, b is its primitive root and it is necessary to �nd the
distribution law of primes having the same primitive root b, then we come to the
solution of Artin's hypothesis(1927), π(x, a) = c(b) · π(x), where π(x, a) is the number
of primes p ≤ x with a primitive root b, c(b) is Artin's constant, and π(x) is the general
number of primes p ≤ x. However, this is true if x→∞.

The second problem is the discrete logarithm problem. As stated in [1] in general,
the problem may turn out to be algorithmically unsolvable. Ifm is a prime number, that
is m = p ∈ P, then the algorithm exists, but its complexity depends on the complexity
of factorization p− 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i , where pi are prime factors, k their number. In case if

the number to be factorized is a Sophie Germain number p = 2p̃+1 or p = 2αp̃+1, where
p̃ there is also a prime number, the solution of the discrete logarithm problem becomes
very complex in terms of computational costs. Note that if m the composite number
and does not belong to the �nal �elds F (2p) or F (pk), then non-simple algorithmic
problems arisen in [2]. Cases 3 and 4 are practically not considered in the literature.
It is easy to show that they are more complex than the discrete logarithm problem.

Pohlig and Hellman [5] proposed an algorithm for solving the problem of the discrete
logarithm, provided that it p is a simple smooth number. In [3], the problem of
smoothness is discussed. The authors note that there is still no clear interpretation of
the concept of smoothness. One option is that the decomposition p− 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i has

the property that pk < p̃, where the p̃ given prime number.
As noted above in the work [1], the author literally write: �for simplicity, we sup-

pose that (p − 1) is smooth and b its primitive root�. This is where a really compli-
cated problem arises. Since p can be arbitrarily large, it is not known how smooth
primes are distributed. A search algorithm is needed for a smooth prime number
of arbitrarily large size, and then to �nd its primitive root satisfying certain condi-
tions. This is especially important if it is related to cryptographic tasks. But this
is no less important from the point of view of the whole variety of problems formu-
lated in the �MathOver�ow� project for the discrete logarithm. For this reason, the
problem of the distribution of smooth primes on the set of all primes was consid-
ered. In the work of E. Kowalski [6] the Erdös-Kac theorem is given, which states
that for any natural number n ∈ [1;N ], for any real a < b, the following holds:

lim
N→∞

1
N
|{1 ≤ n ≤ N |a ≤ ω(n)−log logN√

log logN
≤ b}| = 1√

2π

∫ b
a
e−

x2

2 dx, where ω(n) the number

of prime dividers, without taking into account their degrees.
From the theorem it follows that by the number of simple factors in their factor-

ization on the set of natural numbers by the frequency of their appearance the natural
numbers n obey the normal distribution law. But the question arises to what extent
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is this true for numbers like (p− 1), where p ∈ P. On the basis of data related to the
solution by computer and analytical methods of the generalized Artin hypothesis, it
was established [7] that for smooth prime numbers p − 1 =

∏k
i=1 p

αi
i with increasing

k, the value ω(p − 1) obeys most likely the lognormal distribution law. It is possible
that this may turn out to be another distribution law, similar to a lognormal one. This
fact requires clari�cation. From the experimental data on the set of the �rst 10 million
primes it follows that smooth numbers are very rare. Therefore, Koblitz's statement
[1] �for simplicity, we suppose that (p− 1) is smooth . . . � is completely incorrect, since
the search for such a simple number may be more di�cult than solving the problems
of the discrete logarithm. In addition, to �nd a primitive root for p from ϕ(p − 1)
(Euler function) possible variants from the set of natural numbers {2, ..., p− 1} is not
at all easy, it follows from the theorem on the cyclic group [4]. For this reason, the
study of this problem is no less relevant than the solution of the problem of the discrete
logarithm. We present the results of a statistical analysis of the �rst 10 million primes
and decomposition (p − 1) into prime factors. On the horizontal axis, the number

Figure 1: Results of decomposition (p− 1) into simple factors

of simple factors is plotted, on the vertical, the number of the corresponding prime
numbers. Based on the obtained results, it can be seen that with increasing values of
prime numbers, the number of factors increases, from which it can be concluded that
the set of numbers (p− 1) does not obeys a normal distribution law. Figure 1 con�rms
that the lognormal form of distribution is clear.

Depending on the sequence of increasing simple factors, smooth numbers can be
classi�ed as follows:

1) Perfectly smooth primes - such numbers as for p−1 =
∏k

i=1 p
αi
i , pi = 2, 3, 5, ..., pk.

This means that all prime factors are consecutive prime numbers.
Pohlig and Hellman argue that such a type of smooth numbers will allow solving

the discrete logarithm problem using an algorithm with polynomial complexity [5].
However, along with the de�nition of a perfectly smooth number, the question arises
as to the number of such numbers. It may happen that the search for a smooth number
of large dimensionality will have a high algorithmic complexity, which in turn makes
the use of the Silver-Pohlig-Hellman algorithm impractical.

2) Partially smooth prime numbers. It is assumed that for such numbers the se-
quence of simple factors is not necessarily consecutive prime numbers, but the di�erence
between the consecutive factors should not be too large. Partially smooth primes can
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also be used for the algorithm of Silver, Pohlig, and Hellman, but its e�ectiveness will
depend on a measure of the smoothness of such numbers.

Among the �rst 10 million (p − 1), perfectly smooth numbers with more than 6
factors, there are no more than a few dozen. From this we can conclude that the
assumption of smoothness does not simplify the solution of the discrete logarithm
problem, but even complicates if we take into account the iterations for each factor
pαii with αi substantially more than 1 and systematic use of the Chinese theorem on
residuals with a large number of simple factors.

In conclusion, we note that this paper shows that when solving the problem of a
discrete logarithm, it is necessary to take into account the properties of some types
of prime numbers. To solve the problem of discrete logarithm using the Silver-Pohlig-
Hellman algorithm, an important point is the use of smooth numbers that must satisfy
(p− 1) > 10300. However, it is still not known how to �nd such numbers. This makes
the task di�cult to compute.

The next important factor in solving the discrete logarithm problem is a measure of
the smoothness of a prime number, since the speed of the algorithm execution directly
depends on this. The construction of a measure of smoothness and an analysis of the
algorithm depending on the smoothness of the number is a topic for further study. The
problem of constructing a measure of smoothness must be considered from two sides:
from the point of view of the di�erence between adjacent factors of simple smooth
numbers and depending on the exponent of each of the factors.
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